Delcom Infotech: Your Latest Guide to
Global Security Practices

Delcom Infotech, a newly formed digital magazine, resolves to elaborate on the latest advancements
in the security sector by providing enterprising audiences with sound and positive security solutions
from across the globe.
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rapidly changing and increasingly
complex security landscape has
implored organisations across
the world to harden their network
infrastructure and maximize the value
of the security solution. In today’s
overarching mechanism of fighting
security threats, both virtual and
physical, new and innovative surveillance
technologies hold substantial weight
and therefore must be regarded as
fundamental. Upfront planning, coupled
with sound policies and procedures,
can assist organisations significantly in
overcoming various security threats.
While no organisation can fully mitigate
these threats, staying abreast of global
technologies and developments can
lead to a ‘state of readiness’ crucial in
the fight against them. Delcom Infotech,
a newly formed and created digital
online magazine, aims to serve this
notion byhighlighting the increasingly
modifying fields of communications,
surveillance and networking service
industries, with a fierce focus on global
technology and methods.
The digital magazine’s primary objective
is to elucidate the masses on the latest
intricacies in global technologies, related
to IP surveillance, unified communication,
audio/video Integration, PA systems, and

IT network integration, to name a few.
Published by Delcom Telesystems, a
long standing technology provider
in the security sector, the vision of
Delcom Infotech is to establish one’s
presence, in order to identify and report
on technologies in the Americas, which
will provide enterprising audiences
in India (and other neighboring Asian
countries) with sound and positive
solutions. Conscious about the quality
offered to viewers, the digital online
magazine
publication
team
will
provide: featured articles, editorials,
photography, high resolution videos/
film, live footage interviews/ speakers,
blogging opportunities to the public,
business to business link, membership
and social media outlets, conventions,
and advertising. Delcom Telesystems
aims to position Delcom Infotech as
one of the leading online magazines in
the world, with a substantial audience
in the USA and India within the first 10
years of its initiation. The magazine,
which shall print an initial issue in
September/December 2017, is directed at
companies throughout India, the United
States and other countries that deal in
communications.
Delcom Telesystems hopes to emulate
its prestige with Delcom Infotech by
developing the same trusty rapport with
its online viewers and members as it has
with its many long lasting clients. Having
collaborated with some of the leading
giants in this industry such as Microsoft,
Sony, Bosch, Avaya, CISCO, Siemens,
Polycom, Crestron, Pelco, Milestone,
Juniper and Videonetics, Delcom has
robust plans to embrace the practices of
these companies by featuring their latest
happenings in its new online publication.
Delcom
Infotech
is
for
all
individualsinvested
in
telecommunications and media systems.
The magazine has a commitment to be

a platform to profile companies who are
representing telecommunication system
vision in the marketplace and who can
both encourage and provide role models
to other men and women. It will also
show the latest technology and new
and upcoming systems being created
and used around the world. With this
venture, Delcom Telesystems aims to be
a vessel to inform persons/companies
about telecommunication and principles
in everyday business and will encourage
interaction in the industry by engaging a
large number of stakeholders.
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